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Note how the Tibetan letters used to render Sanskrit and other foreign 
terms are romanzied below.  We use diacritical marks, but you do NOT 
need to use these for searching.  Search simply using:  ta,   tha,  da,  na,   
etc.
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Handout: Consonants with Vowels
ku khi go nge
cu chi jo nye
tu thi do ne
pu           phi bo me
tsu            tshi           rdzo           we
zhu zi                 ’o                ye
ru             li                sho             se
hu                i
SUPERSCRIBED AND SUBSCRIBED 
COMBINATIONS
!་ !ང་ $ང་ བ$ང་ བ$ངས་
gya gyang   rgyang   brgyang     brgyangs
SUPERSCRIBED AND SUBSCRIBED 
COMBINATIONS
!་ !ང་ $ང་ བ$ང་ བ$ངས་
gya gyang   rgyang   brgyang     brgyangs
'་ མ)་ 'བ་ *བ་ བ*བ་ བ*བས
ngu mgu  ngub  rngub  brngub  brngubs
Wylie usage of  G.YA   and   GYA
ག,་ གཡོ་ ག,ལ་ གཡང
g.yu       g.yo       g.yul   g.yang
གཡེང་ གཡག་ གཡའ་
g.yeng          g.yag          g.ya’ 
ག,ང
g.yung
2་ !ོ་ 2ལ་ !ང་
gyu       gyo       gyul   gyang
!ེང་ !ག་ !་
gyeng         gyag        gya 
2ང་
gyung
Usage of  G.YA   and   GYA
ག,་ གཡོ་ ག,ལ་ གཡང
གཡེང་ གཡག་ གཡའ་
ག,ང
• Wylie uses "g.ya" – but in the 












• Bod-ljongs nang bstan
• Bod-ljongs zhib 'jug




A CHUNG IN GENITIVE CONSTRUCTIONS 







Gsang chen snga 'gyur ring lugs nyin mor byed/  gro bsod yangs pa'i mkha' la rgag 'char 
zhing.//
Longer Passages
Gsang chen snga ’gyur ring lugs nyin mor byed /  /’gro bsod yangs pa’i mkha’ la rtag ’char zhing //
Longer Passages
Gsang chen snga ’gyur ring lugs nyin mor byed /  /’gro bsod yangs pa’i mkha’ la rtag ’char zhing //
grol ba drug ldan phrin las 'od stong gis /   /rig 'dzin rnam bzhi'i pad tshal mdzes byed shog/
THL Extended Wylie Transliteration Scheme
http://www.thlib.org/reference/transliteration/#!essay=/thl/ewts/all/
Note how the Tibetan letters used to render Sanskrit and other foreign 
terms are romanzied below.  We use diacritical marks, but you do NOT 
need to use these for searching.  Search simply using:  ta,   tha,  da,  na,   
etc.
By contrast, THL 
“Extended Wylie” 
(also used by BDRC) 
relies on capital 
letters instead of the 
Sanskrit diacritics…. 
But no worries!  You 
can simply input the 
letter (t, d, etc.) 
when searching CLIO.
HELPFUL RESOURCE:
TEACHING THDL EXTENDED WYLIE, by Alexandra Anton-Luca
● http://www.thlib.org/reference/transliteration/teachingewts.pdf
How to search the
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Oct 23 (F) 2-2:45pm   Tibetan Wylie Workshop -
Basic
A clear introduction to the Wylie romanization 
system(s) used to transcribe Tibetan script.  45 min.
Zoom Meeting ID: 913 2775 2406
Oct 30 (F)  2-2:45pm   Tibetan Wylie Workshop -
Advanced
Do you basically get this romanization but 
sometimes wonder, or need a few points cleared 
up?  Join this quick demo and take a "quiz" --
followed by question-and-answer on the nerdy 
details.  45 min.
Zoom Meeting ID: 925 1273 4267
Oct. 2 (F) 2pm-3:15pm    Tibetan Studies & E-Books
An introduction or refresher class to highlight the most 
useful resources for Tibetan Studies research, with a 
focus this year on online resources, search strategies, and 
access. 75 min.   Zoom Meeting ID: 958 0848 1223
Oct. 9 (F) 2pm-3:15pm    Primary & Archival Resources 
for Tibetan Studies
For students in current classes.  An overview of how to 
identify and access primary resources and archival 
materials for your research, virtually and in-person by 
appointment.  75 min.  Zoom Meeting ID: 921 6908 
1199
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